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Pre-Prohibition

• Highly competitive market
• To draw customers in, offer:

– Free meals
– Illegal gambling
– Prostitution
– Drugs
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The result?
• Over consumption 

leading to:
– Breakdown of public order 

and loss of decorum
– Increased crime
– General harm to individuals
– Disintegration of families 

and communities
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Enter… Prohibition!
• The 18th Amendment
• The Volstead Act
• Individual States’ 

legislation

• One state did not 
participate… guess 
which one
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Maryland’s Response

• No complimentary 
legislation

• Our State’s motto?
• THE FREE STATE

• And so…

THE EVENING SUN
BALTIMORE, APRIL 4, 1923

The Maryland Free State
In 1923, Georgia Congressman William D. Upshaw, a
firm supporter of Prohibition, denounced Maryland as a
traitor to the Union for refusing to pass a State
enforcement act. Mr. Owens thereupon wrote a mock-
serious editorial entitled "The Maryland Free State,"
arguing that Maryland should secede from the Union
rather than prohibit the sale of liquor. The irony in the
editorial was subtle, and Mr. Owens decided not to print
it. He popularized the nickname, however, in later
editorials.
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Prohibition Ends
• The 21st Amendment
• Each state was given the 

authority to control alcohol as 
it saw fit.

• Report: Toward Liquor Control
• Maryland employed a licensing 

system containing three tiers 
with a bright line separating 
each tier.
– Manufacturers, who sell to 

distributors
– Distributors, who sell to 

retailers
– Retailers, who sell to 

consumers
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Maryland’s Regulatory Structure

• The Comptroller of Maryland, through the 
Field Enforcement Division, licenses and 
regulates the manufacturers/suppliers and 
distributors

• Each of 25 local jurisdictions licenses and 
regulates its local retailers

• The Comptroller and the local jurisdictions 
share enforcement responsibility for retailers
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Maryland’s Alcoholic Beverage 
Distribution System
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Maryland’s Actual Alcoholic Beverage Distribution System
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Maryland’s Not-So-Simple Alcoholic Beverage Distribution System
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Public Health and Safety Efforts

• RLD - Routine Liquor Dealer Inspections 
• Covert and overt investigations
• Partnership with local jurisdictions
• Participation in task forces
• Cooperative relationships with industry
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• Are we hitting the mark with enforcement?

• We think so.
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• Do we really need to be concerned with 
counterfeit or tainted product?

• You decide.
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